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Summary - Empathy is an important concept in contemporary psychology and neuroscience in which numerous authors are dedicated to research the phenomena. Most of them agree on the significance of empathy and its positive impact on interpersonal relationships, although certain negative aspects of empathy also exist. From psychological and biological point of view, empathy is an essential part of human survival and successful living in social groups. This paper introduces an overview of empathy, including history of concept starting with the notion of *Einfühlung*, as well as beginning of studying and defining empathy, contemporary approach, components of empathy and its evolutionary and neuroscience background, empathy measures, development of empathy through training, and finally, the other side of this generally positive concept regarding interpersonal relationships. We also gave notion to further research issues in this field.
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Introduction

People are extremely social beings. They share their lives with others and their lives are formed through social relationships. The way people engage in social interactions depends highly on their understanding of other people’s mental state, especially emotions, desires, wishes, thoughts, behaviours and intentions. Empathy enables us to understand our social environment at any given moment, as well as to predict other people’s behavior, which ensures a successful interaction. Empathy is one of the personality traits which makes us social beings. Besides recognizing others emotions, and reflecting upon them, we are also capable of emotion sharing and reacting. Empathy plays a key role in our emotional and social interactions, it is essential for healthy coexistence among people, mutual understanding, and cooperation. It affects our motivation through prosocial behaviour, altruism, compassion and caring for others, it inhibits aggression, and is the foundation for morality. Scholars in various scientific areas such as philosophy, psychology, medicine, neuroscience etc. are attracted to the phenomenon of empathy.
The aim of this paper is an overview of the concept of empathy in the field of psychology and neuroscience from its very beginnings until today in order to provide a clearer view of the phenomenon. This research includes essential elements of understanding empathy as a whole. Paper’s starting point is the review of the beginning of empathy approach, as well as contemporary definitions and areas of empathy. The most common distinction between components of empathy in various studies is affective empathy vs. cognitive empathy, so these components are specifically explained having in mind that empathy integrates both components. Many important phenomena similar to empathy are also explained. Clearer understanding of empathy includes overview of its evolutionary and neuroscience background as well as other factors related to empathy (neurochemical, contextual, personality, and psychopathological). Since the beginning of empathy research, empathy measures have also developed, and are enlisted in this paper. Depending on whether empathy is defined as a personality trait, ability, virtue or a process, possibilities of developing empathic abilities through training is discussed. Although most researchers pointed out the positive side of empathy, there are some that highlight the other side of empathy, which we also analyzed. Finally it is important to point out the future empirical issues in empathy research field.

1. The beginnings of empathy research

Even though empathy was a concept in which various scientists outside psychology have been involved with, psychological aspect of empathy came into focus when the concept of empathy was defined from psychological point of view. Late in the 19th century, as German aesthetics moved from the objective world to the workings of the mind as accounting for the essential feature of human aesthetic contemplation of the world, in 1873, Robert Vischer suggested the term *Einfühlung*, the predecessor of empathy, to mean humans’ spontaneous projection of real psychic feeling into the people and things they perceive [1]. In the beginning of 20th century (in 1903), Lipps developed *Einfühlung* theory for psychology “from a psychological, non-metaphysical perspective” and through “a phenomenological method”. He believed that people knew and responded to each other through *Einfühlung*, which was preceded by projection and imitation, and that as imitation of affect increases, *Einfühlung* increases [1].

The term empathy was coined by Titchener [2] as a rendering of *Einfühlung*, which he defined as “process of humanizing objects, of reading or feeling ourselves into them” [3]. A reactive-projective perspective and an emphasis on perceptive awareness of another person’s affect or sharing of feelings were apparent in this view [1]. The word empathy derives from Old Greek - μπαθεια (εν – in + παθεια – feeling, emotion).

Husserl describes empathy as intersubjectivity, a capacity that emerges through putting ourselves into the shoes of others [4]. The word, intersubjectivity, describing the main reality of empathy as an encounter between two subjects, is extremely important. Empathy denotes a specific form of basic intentional experience, as Husserl [5] argues: “The intentionality in one’s own ego that leads into the foreign ego is the so-called empathy”. Stein [6], a student of Husserl’s, similarly describes empathy as a process by which “foreign subjects and their experience are given to us, [we take them in, and as a result] for-
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Empathy theories in psychology were largely influenced by the aforementioned approaches up until Mead [8], whose definition of empathy is considered one of the basic ones today, describes it as an ability to understand other person’s situation (taking the role of the other). Mead saw empathy as a willingness or tendency to put one-self in another person’s place and to modify one’s behavior as a result. He recognized the self-other differentiation in empathy and added a cognitive component, an ability to understand, to empathize. He also argued that the role-taking ability is the key variable in moral growth [1, 9]. The person who is capable of imagining a certain situation becomes aware of the possible consequences of that behavior for other people, and that also makes him capable of moral responsibility. Taking others into consideration and pondering about their feelings and thoughts is a vital part of the process of empathy.

Empathy became a very important concept for psychotherapists and counseling psychologists, especially for psychoanalytic and humanistic theorists. In psychoanalytic theory empathy is seen as a part of therapy cure [10]. Freud [11] wrote that empathy is essential in taking perspective of the other person’s mental life and it’s a process that has an important role in our understanding of what is inherently foreign to our ego in other people. Empathy is putting self into the other person’s shoes, either consciously and unconsciously [12]. Fenichel [13] views empathy as a process which includes two acts, first, an identification with the other person, and the second, an awareness of one’s own feelings after the identification and an awareness of others feelings [14]. Kohut defines empathy as a method used in psychoanalytical research, pointing out the fact that being empathic in therapist-patient relationship is not enough to improve someone’s situation. Empathy is merely a sign of an adequate therapy action within therapist-patient relationship, and it also helps the therapist to progress in the direction which may be helpful [15]. He defines empathy as “vicarious introspection” [16, 10]. Beres and Arlow [17] say that a therapist would be able to empathize with their patient’s feelings only if and when he could become consciously aware of the patient’s unconscious wishes, conflicts, fantasies, and other mental contents [12]. According to Basch [18] some analysts believe that empathy involves resonating with the patient’s unconscious feelings and experiences within them, while the integrity of therapist’s self remains intact [12].

In humanistic psychology, the meaning of empathy is taken into serious consideration, and thanks to Rogers’s influence [19, 20, 21], empathy has been approached by researchers with scientific methods. Rogers [22] perceives empathy as a necessary and sufficient condition for psychological change, has been a key concept in understanding why and how therapy works, and has been seen as a way of knowing and understanding another person or an object. The therapist uses empathy to understand the client’s mental state and attempts to communicate that experience. He also explains empathy by describing an empathic person as seeing the situation “as if one were the other person” [22].
Duan and Hill [1] point out that the term empathy has been used to refer to three different constructs that may or may not overlap with each other. First group of theorists refer to empathy as a personality trait or ability: to know another person inner experiences or to perceive the emotions of the other person. The implicit assumption underlying this view is that some individuals are more empathic than others, either by nature or through development [23-29, 9, 30, 8]. These authors have defined empathy by using terms such as “empathic disposition” [9], “interpersonal orientation” [21], “responsiveness to the feelings of another person” [31], and “dispositional empathy” [32]. Second group of theorists saw empathy as a situation specific cognitive-affective state [33, 34, 35, 29, 19-22]. From this perspective, empathy is commonly defined as responding “vicariously” to a stimulus of the other person [36-38], assessing other’s private world as if it were one’s own [22, 39], a match between the observer’s and the other person’s affect or cognition [40,38], or the degree to which a therapist understands and feels client experiences [33, 41, 39]. The underlying implicit theory for this consideration of empathy is that regardless of one’s developmental level of empathy, empathic experience varies by the situation. Third group of theorists are concerned with how empathy is experienced by therapists and clients in given situations have conceptualized empathy as a multi-phased experiential process. They consider the moment-to-moment experience of empathy and examine the processes involved in producing and communicating an empathic state [33, 18, 42, 29, 37, 43, 24]. Barrett-Leenan’s [33] cyclical model (identifying three phases of empathy: empathic resonation, expressed empathy, and received empathy), Rogers’s [44] “temporarily living in” process (involving sensing the client’s inner world and communicating that sensing), Kohut’s [45] two-step empathy in psychoanalytic cure (understanding-explaining sequence), and Gladstein’s [46] “multistage interpersonal process” (including emotional contagion, identification, and role-taking). This view of empathy implies that empathy involves a sequence of experiences. For better understanding, it is necessary to avoid using the general term of empathy and use instead the specific terms of dispositional empathy, empathic experience, and empathic process to specify which construct is being referred to.

2. A contemporary approach to defining empathy

In contemporary scientific approach, empathy is the major topic of social, developmental, and personality psychology as well as other disciplines, such as neuroscience, clinical psychology, psychotherapy, and various health professions [47]. Empathy is very complex and multidimensional phenomenon. It is viewed as an interpersonal process and individual ability [48], as a personality trait [49], as capacity or competency [50], as response or reaction to observing another’s experiences [51], and as interpersonal behavior [52]. It is also described as knowledge that changes the empathic person, brings new sympathy, new feelings, as well as new cognition and other forms of intersubjectivity [53].

It is of great importance of integrative empathy approach which connected folklore conception of empathy with explanations offered by social psychology, developmental sciences and neuroscience. Authors conjoin social and cognitive psychology terminology of empathy in order to connect them with neuroscience more easily [12]. Singer and
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Lamm [54] had similar ideas. They claimed that a lot of research in social psychology had been studying which perceptive, emotional and cognitive mechanisms helped people to put themselves into others’ shoes. After a while, neuroscience started to deal with the same subject with all complexity of this psychological phenomenon, as well as with methodological challenges of putting this sensitive and socially dependent concept to scientific framework. Some of the challenges include the ability to both control, and repeat experiments.

The important quantitative review and conceptual analysis of empathy gave Hall and Schwartz [47] which used random selection method to analyze 393 studies published between 2001 and 2013, and 96 studies published in 2017. They found that empathy is most commonly seen as a multidimensional concept divisible into dimensions, facets, factors, types, subscales, substrates, processes, aspects, etc. From 2001 to 2013 33% of the authors cited multidimensionality while in 2017 it increased to 52%. In 2017, among just those authors who gave a conceptual definition, 76% cited multidimensionality using the most common distinction between affective and cognitive empathy. The conceptual definitions that were provided varied enormously which illustrates that authors fundamentally disagreed on what warrants the label “empathy.” Some authors gave definitions of empathy with one defining feature such as prosocial concern for others welfare, sympathy, understanding others feelings. The second group of authors gave definitions with two defining features, such as sharing and understanding others feelings, ability to understand others feelings and perspective, and ability to respond to affective experience of the other person. And finally, there are definitions with more than two defining features, such as experiencing others emotions, perspective taking, prosocial concern, acting compassionately or otherwise appropriately to the situation, accurate perception of others emotions and other states.

It is safe to say that the term empathy is applied to various phenomena which cover a broad spectrum from feeling of concern for other people that create a motivation to help them, experiencing emotions that match the other person’s emotions, knowing what the other is thinking or feeling, to blurring the line between self and the other [14]. Therefore, empathy is not an exclusive phenomenon, meaning all or nothing, but is more likely made of different forms and intensities of showing and experiencing empathy, ranging from simply being affected by others distress to completely understanding them and foreseeing the possible consequences [55].

Decety and Jackson [12] described three functional components of empathy which dynamically interact to produce the experience of empathy. First, affective component, which includes sharing emotions; second, the awareness of self and the other with specific mechanisms for differentiate between the two, and third, cognitive component including understanding others perspective. Lamm, Rütgen and Wagner [56] claim that empathy means isomorphic emotion sharing, which may be caused either by direct observation, or by pure imagination of others emotions, meaning that the empathic person is aware of the fact that the source of such emotions are within the other person.

Batson [57] enlisted eight aspects of empathy: 1. Knowing another person’s internal state, including thoughts and feelings; 2. Adopting the posture or matching the neural responses of an observed other; 3. Coming
to feel as another person feels; 4. Intuiting or projecting oneself into another’s situation; 5. Imagining how another is thinking and feeling; 6. Imagining how one would think and feel in the other’s place; 7. Feeling distress at witnessing another person’s suffering; and 8. Feeling for another person who is suffering.

2.1. Components of empathy

In a number of studies empathy has been identified as primarily an affective phenomenon (affective empathy), referring to the immediate experience of the emotions of the other person, as primarily cognitive phenomenon (cognitive empathy), referring to the intellectual understanding of others experience, and a third view holds that empathy contains both affective and cognitive components.

2.1.1. Affective empathy

Some definitions of empathy include only its affective component, for example, “A sense of similarity between the feelings one experience and those expressed by others” [55]; “affective state, caused by sharing of the emotions or sensory states of another person” [58]. This aspect of empathy focuses on emotional processes of empathy and defines it through experiencing and sharing emotions. Discussing affective empathy implies being aware of the complexity of human emotions which ranges from the most beautiful to the most difficult human states. Although most studies deal with cognitive aspect of empathy, the etymology of the word implies that its nature surpasses pure cognition and also refers to others emotional state which is related to one’s adjustment to social environment and surroundings [59]. Raboteg-Šarić [60] describes empathy as emotion coupling between one’s feelings and of the other, and states that many researchers agree that affective component is what is inherent in empathy.

Empathy includes both negative feelings, which are more frequently studied [61], and positive feelings [62]. Empathic happiness is described as “the tendency to vicariously experience feelings of goodwill and pleasure in response to someone else’s display of positive emotion” [62]. According to Walter [63], the concept of affective empathy includes the following features: “a) an affective state that is b) elicited by the perceived, imagined, or inferred state of the affective state of another; c) is similar (isomorphic) to others affective state; d) is oriented towards the other; and e) including at least some cognitive appreciation of the other’s affective state, comprising perspective taking, self-other distinction, and knowledge of the causal relation between the self and the other’s affective state”.

The advantage of focusing on emotion sharing is in the possibility of measuring them empirically and to put them in correlation with neural processes. That can only be applied to certain emotions, such as pain, suffering, disgust, confusion, pride, shame, and guilt. Other more complex and social emotions including love or other mixed feelings represent a much bigger challenge for empirical study [64].

2.1.2. Cognitive empathy

Many definitions of empathy include only its cognitive component, for example “attempt by one self-aware self to comprehend ununjudgementally the positive and negative experiences of another self” [65]; “act of constructing for oneself another person’s mental state” [9]. This approach to empathy gives advantage to cognitive processes, which
Empathy include understanding others feelings, role-taking, seeing the world as the other does.

In its core, cognitive empathy means “setting aside one’s own current perspective, attributing a mental state (or attitude) to the other person, and then inferring the likely content of their mental state, given the experience of that person” [66]. “Cognitive aspect of empathy includes understanding, awareness of others and circumstances, or awareness of how something that is happening can affect a certain person. Many theorists who emphasize this aspect of empathy believe that cognitive empathy precedes affective empathy” [60].

Cognitive empathy as an ability of understanding other’s feelings is closely related to theory of mind which refers to represent and understand the mental state of others in general [67]. Mental states include beliefs, desires, intentions, as well as emotions and affective states. So, “mentalizing about affective state of others can be therefore called emotional theory of mind which is more or less synonymous with cognitive empathy” [63]. Also, cognitive empathy is often compared with imitation, altruism and moral cognition [68].

2.1.3. The integration of affective and cognitive empathy

It is important to point out that during development of the concept of empathy, the authors gave emphasis on different things, and it is only nowadays, after many research, that theorists see empathy as an inclusive concept, not only because of its interdisciplinary nature, but also due to its affective and cognitive components and all that it conveys. Strayer [69] notes that affective component is the essence of empathy, and the cognitive component is a process through which that essence comes into being. Definitions of empathy which includes both cognitive and affective dimension note that “although empathy entails an emotional resonance between the empathizer and the object of empathy, it also is characterized by the maintenance of a clear cognitive and experiential boundary between the two, such that the empathizer can always distinguish between his/her own thoughts and feelings and those of others” [70]. Some definitions of empathy which includes both components are: “The capacities to resonate with another person’s emotions, understand his/her thoughts and feelings, separate our own thoughts and emotions from those of the observed and responding with the appropriate prosocial and helpful behavior” [71]; “The act of perceiving, understanding, experiencing and responding to others emotional states or ideas” [72]. Non-verbal expressing empathy, encompassing both cognitive and affective component, is thought of as an advanced form of empathy [15].

2.2. Phenomena related to but distinct from empathy

Studies discuss several phenomena which are related to empathy but at the same time distinct from it. Such phenomena are mimicry, emotional contagion, sympathy, compassion, empathic concern, and empathic pain or personal distress. Mimicry is described as the tendency to automatically synchronize affective facial expressions, vocalizations, body postures, and movements with those of the other person [73]. It has a role as a low-level mechanism contributing empathy. When an observer perceive others affective facial expressions, such as a smile, or different bodily concomitants, corresponding affective expression or bodily concomitants result in the observer. Mimicry seems to serve a so-
cial function in increasing rapport and fondness between self and the other [74, 54, 63, 75]. Emotion contagion is tendency to “catch” others emotions and has been labeled as “primitive empathy” [76]. For example, babies start crying when they hear other babies crying—long before they develop a sense of self separate from others. Emotion contagion may function as one core component of empathy. Neither mimicry nor emotional contagion are a full experience of empathy because empathy crucially depends upon self-awareness and self-other distinction [76, 74, 54, 63, 75].

In empathy, sympathy, empathic concern, and compassion, affective changes are induced in the observer in response to the perceived or imagined affective state of the other person. However, while empathy involves isomorphic emotions to those of the other person (empathizing with a sad person will result in sadness in self), sympathy, empathic concern, and compassion do not necessarily involve shared emotions (encounter with sad person will result in either pity or compassionate love and care, but not sadness). In empathy observer’s emotions reflect affective sharing (“feeling with” the other person) while in sympathy, empathic concern, and compassion, observer’s emotions are inherently other-oriented (“feeling for” the other person) with motivation to help, care and relieve others suffering [77, 74, 78, 54].

Empathy is closely related to pro-social, altruistic, and other-oriented motivations. It is considered as a first necessary step in process that begins with emotional contagion which underlies affect sharing, followed by understanding of others emotions, which then motivates other-related feelings such as sympathy, empathic concern, and compassion, which may further promote engagement in prosocial and helping behaviour [77, 54].

Empathic pain or personal distress refers to strong negative affective state and response to others suffering, followed by desire to turn away from the situation in order to protect self from extremely negative emotions, and consequently feel better. This phenomenon is more self-centered than other-oriented [78, 63]. Batson [57] and Eisenberg [79] confirmed that people who feel compassion and empathy in certain situation help more often than the ones who suffer from empathic pain or distress. Empathic pain or distress results in negative emotions, it is related to withdrawal and disengaging from certain relationships, and if it is experienced chronically, it may have negative health outcomes.

3. The evolutionary origins of empathy

Humans are social beings and their survival depends greatly on their social interactions, forming relationships and mutual connections, as well as accurate social judgements. It is highly unlikely that empathy is a result of a random mutation and emerged without having some kind of evolutionary development in humans. Throughout evolution, organization of neural activities of the brain evolved, which enabled the occurrence of certain important human behaviours, such as empathy. Empathy is significant because it plays an important role in the survival of the species, and improves the likelihood of staying in a social group. That is why during evolution people developed several separate neural systems, combination and cooperation of which enables complex behavior within social interactions, as well as the development of both emotional and social intelligence.
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Empathic concern as an aspect of human empathy includes taking care of the offspring, caring for others, emotional and social connection with others, and prosocial and altruistic behavior. Some forms of empathy can be found in animal behavior, especially in primates such as taking care of the offspring, certain forms of social intelligence and play, which are considered evolutionary predecessor of empathy. Taking care of the offspring is evolutionally extremely important because of its contribution to genetic fitness (kin selection) and it is genetically based. However, what is specific to humans is development of prefrontal cortex which led to development of self-awareness, other-awareness, emotion self-regulation, speech ability and understanding language, and mutual emotion-sharing through language and conversation, as well as ability of reflection and metacognition – these all being processes and abilities which developed alongside with empathy, which all leads to prosocial behavior and altruism among humans. That means humans show affection both to their offspring, to other people who are non-kin (because it provides reproductive advantage), and even feel empathy toward different species (animals). Besides evolutionary development of the cortex, other biological systems vital for empathy evolved: autonomic nervous systems (sympathetic and parasympathetic division), and endocrine system which both have an important role in our emotions, and formation of relationships and pair-bonding; as well as limbic system (hypothalamus, hippocampus, amygdala, etc.), which has a role in emotion evaluation and regulation. It is obvious that evolution of various neurobiological mechanisms required for empathy occurred, as well as the ones for perception, understanding, prediction, and responding to others mental states which are all interconnected [14, 12, 55, 74].

Affective empathy in humans probably occurred as a result of kin selection, reciprocal altruism and sexual selection, since it inspires altruistic behavior and morality, and also inhibits violence and aggression, stimulates group cohesion, and ingroup-outgroup distinction. On the other hand, cognitive empathy developed due to increasing social complexity in groups, which is conditioned by the advanced reciprocal exchange, cooperation and the likelihood by being deceived. It involves the ability to predict other people’s behaviour, to maintain conversations, develop social expertise, to lie and to realize when someone is lying (“cheating detection”) [74].

Indicators of evolutionary development and genetic predisposition of certain components of empathy would be explained through the development of humans from birth, and will be mentioned in reviews of neuroscience research of each empathy component.

4. Social-cognitive neuroscience of empathy

Neuroscience researches of empathy began about 15 years ago and have shown that there is no universal neural empathy model, but that empathy includes various parallel brain processes, since it is a complex and multi-level affective-cognitive-behavioral phenomenon. Empathy is an extensive and multidimensional concept that has evolved throughout the study history, changed its definition and determination depending on the more prominent component, affective, cognitive, or motivational. These findings had a key role in directing neuroscience researches of empathy to its specific components.
Decety and Jackson [12,80] pointed out three primary components of empathy: 1. Emotional response to the other person, which includes emotion sharing; 2. Cognitive capacity of taking others perspective, and 3. Emotion regulation which is regulation mechanisms that enable distinguishing self from the other, and one’s own emotions from others. In contemporary neuroscience studies, especially the ones in which functional magnetic resonance imaging, fMRI is used, researchers attempted to determine the neural basis of each component of empathy enlisted by Decety and Jackson [12, 80], along with their interconnections, having in mind the complexity of the neural process in the brain during empathy.

4.1. Emotion sharing between self and others

**Perception and action coupling**

Studying perception of other people’s behaviour is significant as it plays a key role in understanding other people’s emotions and intentions. Shortly after birth, a newborn has spontaneous motor reactions and imitation, which enables it to communicate with those around, as well as perception and action coupling [81, 12]. Behavioral manifestation of empathy can be seen early in child’s development. From as early as 6 months old, an infant shows preference of certain people and characters, while at 1.5-2 year-olds a child can manifest prosocial behavior and affection to the other person in pain, or even sympathy to someone without expressing their emotions [81].

Perception-action model, PAM by Preston and de Waal [82] discusses perception and action coupling between the observer and the observed. By perception of others behavior, automatically activates neural representations (autonomic and somatic response) of that behavior in the observer. This includes pre-motor cortex, parietal cortex, supplementary motor area, and cerebellum [81, 12, 80, 55, 82, 63, 75].

The discovery of somatosensory neurons, so-called “mirror neurons”, provides a physiological mechanism for direct link between perception and action. Mirror neurons were discovered accidentally in macaque monkeys’ ventral premotor cortex in 1996 [83]. They were later also found in other brain regions such as frontal intraparietal region and primary motor cortex, as well as in the emotional centers in the brain. These neurons are called mirror neurons because they activate in the observer during a specific motor action and perception which are active in the person experiencing it. In other words, they reflect automatic transformation of the other person behavior in corresponding neural representation in the observer and create a functional bridge between first-person and third-person information, between self and the other. This is what happens in empathy, as well as in other similar processes such as understanding, imitation, and mentalizing [81, 84, 85, 63].

**Emotion sharing**

Studying emotion sharing among humans is very important in understanding the concept of empathy, especially its affective component. Understanding others’ emotional signals has an important adaptive function, as well as in the formation and maintenance of social interactions and relationships. From birth we express the need to engage in relationships with other people. Newborns express distress and cry whenever they hear other newborns crying. Early in childhood, infants show the ability of emotional reso-
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Perception of the other person's emotion activate in observer's neural mechanisms which trigger the same emotion in him. Likewise, if we observe a facial expression of a certain emotion, the similar expression is activated in the observer’s face, as well as the emotion itself. So, mirror neurons are also involved in perception of others emotion. They are present in somatosensory cortex, anterior frontal gyrus in the right hemisphere, and posterior parietal cortex [77, 81, 86, 63].

Many researchers of empathy are focused on studying the observation of pain in others, in which people are observing pain in the other person or experienced pain themselves. Pain expression offers a key signal which may motivate help-oriented behavior in others, i.e. activate empathy. It has been established that observing a person who is in pain and suffering is related to neural response which processes motivational-affective and sensory dimension of pain in the observer. A so-called “pain matrix” is activated which includes dominantly anterior cingulate cortex, anterior insula in the right hemisphere, as well as primary and secondary somatosensory cortex. Besides, brainstem and cerebellum are also activated. Somatosensory cortex is included in sensory-discrimination aspect of pain, for example body part, intensity of stimuli etc. Anterior cingulate cortex and anterior insula are involved in the analysis of affective-motivational aspect of pain, such as evaluation of personal distress. Insula is important in representation and integration of emotional states, while anterior cingulate cortex affects motivational and reaction response. Brain structures that also participate in the pain matrix are amygdala, hippocampus, and thalamus [77, 81, 12, 80, 55, 87, 74, 84, 86, 54, 85, 63, 75].

Apart from the pain area, some studies were done on expressing other emotions such as disgust, fear, anxiety, anger, sadness, touch, reward, social exclusion, and shame, where this, aforementioned scientific data were confirmed [77, 81, 55, 84, 86, 54, 85, 63].

Finally, shared representations on cortical level between self and the other which are found in behavior analyzing, pain processing, emotion recognizing etc., all provide neurophysiological base for understanding empathy which manifests through automatic activation of motor or affective cortical representations.

4.2. Awareness of self and the other

Human consciousness is formed in the dynamic interrelation of self and the other and therefore is intersubjective in its essence. Knowledge of self paves the way for achieving knowledge of others. The person with the self-awareness capacity has the ability to be aware of their own mental state, as well as mental states of the other person, which is an important adaptive trait evolutionary speaking. Since the birth, through the infancy, and childhood, children perceive themselves in acting and perceiving their environment, and distinguish the self from the external world (self-awareness and other-awareness), which is completely developed by the age of 2 when they achieve social and cognitive competence. Preschoolers possess the capacity to represent and report their own mental state, as well as others’ [12].

The described cognitive aspect of empathy is closely related to studies in theory of
mind, ToM, and mentalizing. ToM refers to human metacognitive capacity to explain and understand mental state of the other person, including their beliefs, desires, intentions, and emotions [84, 86, 85, 63].

The self-awareness is crucial in appraisal of the other person’s mental state and emotions. This capacity is important in empathy, and in maintaining the distinction between self and the other, having in mind at all times where the emotions come from, i.e., whether they belong to the other person or to the self. This includes the capacity for taking others subjective point of view through putting self in their shoes and imagining how that person feels.

The capacity of self-awareness and distinguishing self from the other person is related with interaction of several brain areas, namely ventromedial prefrontal cortex, medial prefrontal cortex, and inferior parietal cortex in the right hemisphere. Self-awareness is related with medial prefrontal cortex, anterior insula and secondary somatosensory cortex, while other-awareness is related with medial prefrontal cortex, frontopolar cortex, and posterior cingulate cortex [81, 12, 80, 55, 63].

4.3. Mental flexibility and self-regulation

Understanding and experiencing other people’s emotions does not automatically lead to empathy but must be regulated from within, which explains why empathy also includes emotion regulation processes. Empathy includes perspective taking, and it is an important part of it. Mental flexibility to adopt someone else’s point of view is an effortful and controlled process. Children can take other people’s point of view and that is what sets us apart from other primates and is an integral part of interpersonal communication. That ability develops gradually. At an age of 1.5 years old, affective component of empathy is developed – that includes taking others perspective and recognizing their emotions. Cognitive component of empathy includes understanding of others mental state, intentions and beliefs, as well as executive functions such as attention, working memory, inhibition control, and self-regulation. These functions mature in adolescence [81, 12].

Emotion regulation, which Decety and Jackson [12, 80] included in empathy as one of its components, is defined as the process of initiating, avoiding, inhibiting, maintaining, or modulating the occurrence, form, intensity, or duration of internal emotional state, emotion-related psychological processes and goals, and behavioral concomitants of emotion, in the service of accomplishing one’s goal [88]. Emotion regulation plays an important role in regulating one’s own emotions so that it is not experienced as aversive, and in order for us to be able to feel positive concern for the other person. Complete empathic overflow is not what empathy’s goal is. That is why emotion regulation is crucial in empathy process, especially in relationships such as physician/medical staff-patient, therapist-client, whereas one side uses empathy to help others, but thus makes them vulnerable. Due to this emotional openness and vulnerability, it is possible to become overwhelmed with emotions, experience personal distress, anxiety, aversive emotional reactions, discomfort, and negative physical excitement. In such situation, a person would no longer be able to help others. That being said, empathy needs regulation – inhibiting and suppressing of one’s own sensitivity and emotional response to others pain is important in order to avoid negative interference. Regulation
Empathy also helps maintaining right balance between resonance and understanding others suffering on the one side, and becoming emotionally overinvolved on the other [81, 55].

Two brain regions play an important role in emotion regulation crucial for establishing optimal interaction between self and the other. They are orbitofrontal-ventromedial, and dorsolateral cortex which, in collaboration with subcortical regions, are involved in mediating various processes. Orbitofrontal part is in charge of emotion regulation. Ventromedial prefrontal cortex along with other regions takes part in emotion regulation. Ventromedial prefrontal cortex along with other regions takes part in emotion regulation (amygdala), memory (hippocampus), and executive functions (dorsolateral prefrontal cortex). Ventromedial region is a crucial component in the neural network of empathy. Anterior cingulate cortex participates in regulating both cognitive and affective processes. Neural mechanisms which regulate social perception and emotional processing are also important in understanding empathy, namely lateral and medial prefrontal cortex, medial orbitofrontal cortex, and the amygdala [81, 12, 80, 55].

4.4. Empathy model: “bottom-up” emotion sharing processes and “top-down” emotion regulation and flexibility processes

Decety and Lamm [55] defined empathy through three components with their neural processes, and suggested a model in which empathy consists of two processes: first, bottom-up processes of direct emotion sharing which are automatically activated, and second, top-down processes of regulation through contextual and cognitive appraisal, emotion control and regulation which lead to response flexibility making the person less dependent on external cues. This dual process describes the process of empathy through occurrence and development of neurophysiological processes in the person’s body. Top-down processes are crucial, as they represent metacognitive feedback loop which decides whether the person reacts to others’ emotional state or not. Cognitive appraisal is therefore even more important in empathy than emotional stimuli, because it may either inhibit a response to others emotional state or lead to an empathic response [55, 54, 85].

Another model similar to this one was suggested by Watt [75], and it describes the creation of empathy through four processes: first, there are the receptive processing components involved in appraisal and recognition of emotional states which includes facial expression, tones of voice and body kinetics. Then, this information reaches “global gate” that controls the relative activation of empathic state. This determines the extent of “resonance induction” for the subject and the extent of variably degraded resonance state reflecting the other person’s distress. Finally comes the activation of potential comforting behavior to ease distress of the other person, or inhibition of the response [75].

5. Other factors related to empathy

5.1. Neurochemical basis of empathy

Attachment theory provides a compelling framework for understanding the one’s capacity to connect with others, and develop supportive relationships as coping resources, and predicts individual differences in empathic ability. Researches indicate that attachment security is related to empathy and also to empathic concern and caregiving [81, 75].

Many researches tried to reveal neuroanatomical and neurochemical foundations of attachment-related processes. Such research-
es have shown that a number of neuropeptides are involved in attachment-related social behavior, including oxytocin, vasopressin and opioids. Oxytocin is involved in sexual behavior, child birth, lactation, affection, and maternal behavior. Besides, it plays a role in a complex social cognition and behavior including pair bonding, attachment, trust, generosity, empathy, empathic concern, empathic accuracy, fear and aggression, as well as perception of our and others emotional states, perceived social connectedness and support or social-evaluated threat. It can be viewed as biological sensitivity to social context. Studies show that oxytocin increase empathy and prosocial behavior [81, 63]. Vasopressin is related to many forms of social behaviours, including protective aggression, anxiety, pair bonding in a man, social communication and recognition, as well as perception of emotional faces or situations in man. It increases affiliate behavior in women [74]. Opioids also have significant role in social behavior and attachment. Endogene opioids are released during social contact and this cause rewarding feeling of attachment. On the contrary, exogenous opioids have the opposite effect, in reducing the need for attachment. Patients with opioid addiction show reduced empathic concern. Studies also discuss potential role of other neurotransmitters such as dopamine and serotonin in mediating our ability to social cognition, which means they are also related to empathy [74]. It seems that variety of neurochemical compounds participate in the formation and modulation of empathy.

Many twin studies, genetic association studies and imaging genetics have shown the evidence for genetic contribution explaining individual differences in empathy. Meta-analysis has shown genetic factors accounted for 35% of the variance of empathy in general. Researchers also isolated specific genes which are contributing to heritability of empathy [74, 63, 75]. Certain metabolic states reduce empathic response, such as hunger, fatigue, sleep deprivation, and pain [75].

5.2. Contextual and personality factors modulating empathy

Different contextual factors, personality traits of the observed person and social behavior affect the observer's formation of empathic response. Familiarity and relatedness as well as competition and envy play an important role in empathy. Factors that were found in research to be positive related to empathy are: positive relationship between observer and the other person, level of mutual closeness (siblings, caregivers, best friends) and similarity (personal attributes, biological and social background), belonging to the same group (sports team, race, religion), assessment of others fair play (variety of games), assessment of others helplessness, assessment of others emotional state (aggression and negative emotions of the other person inhibit the observer’s empathy in opposite to pain and suffering), social comparison (evaluation of others social status, resources, success) [77, 74, 78, 54, 75].

5.3. Psychopathology and empathy deficits

Medical practice and research, especially in neurology and psychiatry, have shown that in certain psychological and brain pathology empathy is reduced and show deficits. This also occurred in researching damages of particular regions in the brain related to different empathy processes, whereas lack of certain empathy components is related to damages in specific brain area. Generally, low empathy is usually connected to damage in the fron-
Empathy measures were significantly influenced by cognitive approach due to cognitive psychology’s popularity throughout 20th century (Diplomacy Test of Empathic Ability [91]; Empathy Scale [91]), even though important measures were also emotion-based (Emotional Empathic Tendency; [92]). In 1980s and 1990s, social and developmental psychology emphasized the multidimensionality of the empathy emphasizing physiologically linked affective states [93], cognitive processing, or a self-awareness of these feelings [93], and emotion regulation [94, 95]. Since 1990s, empathy measures have been influenced by the development of socio-cognitive neuroscience, although self-report approaches have continued to be developed and extensively used [89].

Hall and Schwartz [47] found that 78% of 393 empathy-related scientific studies published between 2001 and 2013 used one or more empathy measures: 80% of the instruments measured self-reported empathy, 12% measured empathy rated by someone else, and 7% measured rating of someone else’s empathy. Total sum included 72 used measures. Most common measured aspects of empathy were: perspective taking (22%), fantasy (15%), empathic concern (30%), and personal distress (12%).

There is the great diversity in approaches to measuring empathy which reflect the highly complex and multifaceted nature of empathy. Measures can be grouped into three major categories: 1. Self-report instruments, 2. Behavioral observational methods, and 3. Neuroscientific approaches [89].

First category of empathy measures, subjective self-report measures of empathy currently provide the most comprehensive measures to date and are most common in scientific studies. They include paper-and-
pencil measures. For the purposes of this paper we shall present four scales: one of the first self-report empathy measure, Hogan’s Empathy Scale [9]; two most commonly used measures, Interpersonal Reactivity Index, and Empathy Quotient [47], as well as E-Questionnaire: Emotional Empathy Scale and Fantasy Scale [60] which is an example of self-report empathy measure developed in Croatia. There are other self-report empathy measures that are also important: Balanced Emotional Empathy Scale [96], Multidimensional Emotional Empathy Scale [97], Feeling and Thinking Scale [98], Basic Empathy Scale [99], Griffith Empathy Measure [100], Toronto Empathy Questionnaire [101] and Questionnaire of Cognitive and Affective Empathy [102], which are also widely used [47].

**Empathy Scale**

Hogan’s Empathy Scale, HES [9] is historically very important measure as one of the first self-report empathy measure and as an empirically keyed empathy scale. Hogan constructed Empathy Scale within framework of multidimensional theory of moral development. He has suggested that moral development can be conceptualized and moral conduct explained in terms of five dimensions (moral knowledge, socialization, empathy, autonomy, and a dimension of moral judgment), each defined by a separate measure [103, 104]. Empathy, seen as an everyday manifestation of the disposition to adopt a broad moral perspective, to take “the moral point of view,” also becomes important within the context to research in moral development [9]. HES may be considered as a more cognitive measure of empathy developed from the definition that empathy is “the intellectual or imaginative apprehension of another’s condition or state of mind without actually experiencing that person’s feelings” [9].

The empathy scale was developed by the standard technique of an items analysis the responses of high-rated versus low-rated groups, and were compared with 957 true-false items in the California Psychological Inventory (CPI), the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI), and a University of California’s Institute of Personality Assessment and Research (IPAR) pool of items. From these analyses, 64 items (32 scored true, 32 false) were selected for the final scale, of which 31 items are taken from CPI, 25 from MMPI, and the remaining 8 from various experimental studies of IPAR [9].

HES sample items: *As a rule I have little difficulty time putting myself into other people’s shoes; I have seen some things so sad that I almost felt like crying; I have a pretty clear idea of what I would try to impart to my students if I were a teacher, I frequently undertake more than I can accomplish* [9].

According to Hogan [9], empathy is predicative of low anxiety, self-acceptance, lack of authoritarian tendencies, and extroversion. Johnson, Cheek and Smither [105] listed various studies by other authors, and claim that Hogan’s Empathy Scale is a reliable empathy measure. In correlation with other measures and by psychometric analysis, they conclude that Empathy Scale can be defined by four scales: Social Self-Confidence, Even Temperedness, Sensitivity, and Non-conformity. However, same authors argued questionable psychometric properties of Hogan’s scale based on their own research.

**Interpersonal reactivity index**

Davis’ Interpersonal reactivity index, IRI [105], though constructed in 1980, is by far the most widely and frequently used empathy measure until today [47]. Its popularity is attributable to several desirable qualities.
First, this scale is the only one that is based on a multidimensional conceptualization of empathy. Second, the IRI is regarded as the most comprehensive measure of self-reported empathic dispositions. Finally, this scale is relatively short and thus simple to administer [106].

The IRI consist of 38 items and four scales, each measuring a distinct component of empathy: perspective taking (PT), empathic concern (EC), fantasy (FS), and personal distress (PD). The PT scale measures the process of role taking, the tendency to adopt the psychological points of view of others. PT sample items: I believe that there are two sides to every question and try to look at them both; Before criticizing somebody, I try to imagine how I would feel if I were in their place. The EC scale measures the affective outcomes, the tendency to experience other-oriented feelings and the response to distress in others with the reactive response of sympathy and compassion. EC sample items: I am often quite touched by things that I see happen; When I see someone being taken advantage of, I feel kind of protective toward them. The FS scale measures the tendency to transpose oneself into feelings and actions of fictitious characters. FS sample items: When I am reading an interesting story or novel, I imagine how I would feel if the events in the story were happening to me; When I watch a good movie, I can very easily put myself in the place of a leading character. The PD scale demonstrates an affective outcome, and is designed to tap ones’ own feelings of personal unease and discomfort in reaction to the emotions of others. PD sample items: I sometimes feel helpless when I am in the middle of a very emotional situation; I tend to lose control during emergencies [107, 105, 108]. The PD, EC and FS scales assess affective components of empathy, whereas the PT scale represents the cognitive component.

A number of studies have shown that the IRI provides a reliable and valid way of measuring people’s empathic tendencies via self-report [108]. However, there is still some need to further investigate certain validity issues.

Empathy Quotient

Empathy quotient, EQ created by Baron-Cohen and Wheelwright [66] is the second most commonly used measure in the period between 2001 and 2013 [47]. Authors defined empathy as “the drive to identify another person’s emotions and thoughts, and to respond to these with an appropriate emotion” [66]. EQ was designed to be a short, easy to use scale that measures both cognitive and affective components of empathy. It contains 40 empathy items and 20 control items included to provide some distraction and to minimize the focus on empathy. Empathy sample items: I can easily tell if someone else wants to enter a conversation; I find it difficult to explain to others things that I understand easily, when they don’t understand it first time; Friendships and relationships are just too difficult; I really enjoy caring for other people. Control sample items: I dream most nights; I am at my best first thing in the morning; I would never break a law, no matter how minor; I would be too nervous to go on a big rollercoaster [66].

E-questionnaire

E-questionnaire was created by Raboteg-Šarić [60]. The author was aware of the complexity of the empathy concept, and conducted a study in which was constructed a new empathy measure that is appropriate for adolescents and context of our country. Having in mind preliminary research done on students in the final version of e-questionnaire,
the author kept two scales measuring different aspects of empathic experience: Affective empathy scale, and Fantasy scale. Affective empathy scale measures the affective reaction to other person’s emotional state, as well as care, sympathy and affective arousal for the other person in difficult situation. It consists of 19 items which measure global affective empathy reaction. Affective empathy sample items: I get sad when I see helpless people; I feel bad if I have to be the bearer of bad news. Fantasy scale measures ability to imagine emotions and actions of characters in stories, novels, and movies. Fantasy sample items: When I am watching a movie, I imagine being one of the characters on screen; When I am watching a good movie, I am so taken in that I do not see or hear anything around me.

In the second category of empathy measures are behavioral observational methods such as Picture Viewing Paradigms [109], Comic Strip Task [110], Picture Stories [111], and Kids Empathetic Development Scale [112]. These methods include evaluations of experimental stimuli and performance on tests. For example, participants are watching images (static images or video clips) depicting individuals who are in certain situations, often negative (confinement, injury, grief), but they may also be positive, and make a rating response to what degree are able to imagine feeling and experiencing what the other one is experiencing; participants are given a series of comic strips and have to choose the best one out of two or three strips on an answer card to finish the story; participants have to interpret visual scenes (aversive and neutral) in color pictures, and predict the most likely behavioral consequence based on cognitive or affective cues.

The third category of empathy measures is a neuroscientific approach to empathy which includes various medical techniques used in neuroscience studies, such as brain imaging techniques (fMRI) and other measures of central nervous system activity (electroencephalography, EEG), measure of facial electromyography (EMG), and autonomic nervous system measures (skin conductance, heart rate), which are all used to confirm neural correlates and basis of empathy. Neuroscientific measures are highly important for future research of empathy [89].

The great diversity in approaches to measuring empathy could mean that researchers have yet to find an adequately reliable and valid measure of empathy, there is highly complex and multifaceted nature of empathy, and what empathy is and how it should be measured is different from situation to situation or population to population. Uncertainty remains as to whether empathy should be measured as a one-dimensional or a multidimensional construct measuring one or more components. Some limitations of self-report measures are subjectivity and susceptibility to motivational distortion, response bias (social desirability of empathy), and that each measure has been based on a different definition of empathy. On the other hand, neuroscientific measures of empathy are expanding field in future research. A potentially promising is to combine measures to provide a comprehensive approach to empathy assessment. The studies using one or more measures show that they have high inter-correlation [96].

7. Empathy training

Empathy training has been an ongoing topic of discussion and an area of research since the 1960s. Developing the ability to perceive and understand other people’s emo-
Empathy and cognition has deep roots in developmental psychology. Empathy is one of the primary skills for interpersonal communication and relationships, and like other skills, can develop in various ways and be trained. It can be taught through good examples of empathic behavior in key figures during childhood, in education, initiation in society, etc. It is important to encourage the development of empathic skills because empathic person positively affects both others’ and their own psychological-physical-social health.

Many studies discuss the possibility of learning and developing empathy ability through training or enhancement programs. Researchers have attempted to teach individuals the meaning of empathy, to recognize emotions in others, to take the perspective of others, and to show empathy in various social situations. Many empathy training program studies have tried to increase empathy levels in different helping professions such as physicians, therapists, medical students, and nurses. A popular area for empathy training is for children and adolescents, and also for psychiatric patients and criminal offenders [113]. Empathy training is very useful in educational context for children and teachers, it can increase tolerance, academic achievement, emotional intelligence, and pro-social behavior, improve communication skills, and on the other hand, it can decrease problems of social prejudice and aggression among children [27]. When it comes to health, empathic communication skills are associated with increased patient satisfaction, improved adherence to therapy, decreased medical errors, fewer malpractice claims, better health outcomes, decreased burn-out and increased physical wellbeing [114].

Three types of empathy could be targeted in training: cognitive, affective, and behavioral. Empathy training programs employ a number of methods included experiential training (instructors provide “experiences” such as games and role-play), didactic (lecture based), skills training (lectures, demonstrations, and practice), and mixed methods. Many of these correspond to methods found in behavioral skills training, which includes modeling, instructions, rehearsal, and feedback. Some reviews of interpersonal skills training, including empathy training, have suggested a training length of 1–3 days [113].

Training methods can be classified into seven types: 1. experiential training - emphasizes gaining experience on the part of the trainees to be a critical factor in meaningful learning. The instructors are facilitators who design experiences for trainees; 2. didactic and experiential training - the facilitator lectures on theory and concepts and then provides experiences for the participants through games, internships, live cases, problem solving, and so on; 3. skill training - consists of three components: provide trainees with a description of well-defined skills to be learned, demonstrate the effective use of these skills through modeling, and provide practice opportunities using these skills; 4. didactic and skill training; 5. mindfulness training - involves teaching trainees to become mindful, i.e., to be in a state of non-judgmental awareness grounded in the present moment; 6. video stimulus training - the trainer asks the participants to watch a videotape about others’ empathic behaviors, or their own, in mock situations, and to respond to the videotaped excerpts during the viewing or afterwards. The training session could also be followed by discussion and feedback, and 7. writing training - a training method that entails asking trainees to write from the other’s point of view or perspective [115]. Some research has divided the tech-
Techniques used in empathy training include similar four major categories: didactic, experiential, role-playing and modeling. Additionally, the important role have social promotions, taking initiations, affective support from the social environment, reinforcement and ethical judgments in developing empathic attitudes among children [116].

Teding van Berkhout and Malouff [113] using a meta-analysis examined the effects of empathy training in 19 studies. The overall effect size of the all 19 studies was significant, supporting the hypothesis that empathy training would be efficacious. Authors cited that studies have demonstrated that psychotherapist empathy is an important feature of successful treatment by psychologists [117], social workers [116], and substance abuse counselors [119]. Studies have also found that empathy is associated with better patient outcomes for physicians [114,120] and increased patient adherence to treatments [121]. In nonprofessionals, research results have indicated that high levels of empathy are associated with enhanced personal relationships [122] and prosocial behavior [123]. Conversely, studies have shown that a lack of empathy is associated with negative outcomes, including aggressive behavior such as bullying and sexual offending [124, 99, 125].

Chiu Ming Lam, Kolomitro and Alamparambil [115] using narrative review method analyzed 26 quantitative and 3 qualitative studies of empathy training. Findings suggest that regardless of the training method, individuals can learn about the concept of empathy. Unfortunately, information pertaining to the effects of training on individuals’ empathy is lacking. Data from the studies reviewed were neither complete nor valid enough to provide a clear and full understanding of the trainability of empathy. More research is needed in designing future studies.

Studies show importance in determining the critical period during human development which indicated when it is the best to teach socially relevant skills as empathy. Such findings would be useful in achieving successful education through activating one’s own welfare, efficient emotion regulation, meaningful interpersonal relationships, prosocial motivation and behavior in general, and development of resilience which then lead to better coping with stressful situations. Despite psychological findings about possibility of transforming social emotions through training, neuroscience is paying a great attention to neuroplasticity of the human brain, which is considered one of the greatest scientific breakthroughs. It could be used as background information for developing and learning how to be empathic and could lead to further research to investigate the neural plasticity underlying capacity for empathy [78].

8. The other side of empathy

Most of the studies state that empathy is a desirable trait and social characteristic, but it is important to emphasize that some authors do not share that opinion entirely, giving evidence for negative behaviour that results from empathy. They problematize epistemological contribution to empathy [126], they question the possibility of knowing other person’s emotions, and claim that empathic knowledge is inconceivable and morally problematic [127,128], as well as expressing concerns about the power of fake empathy which can cause damage to interpersonal and social relationships [129].

Bubandt and Willerslev [130] state (we should) “while the renewed interest in empathy promises a fresh look at the conditions
of possibility of sociality itself, we argue that this potential can only be realized if we give up the implicit idea that empathy is always a moral virtue and instead embrace a broader approach that also encompasses its darker, but no less social side quite frequently, empathic identifications with others do not have as their goal mutual understanding, altruism, consolation, intersubjective compassion, care, or social cohesion – goals conventionally regarded as the sine qua non of empathy. Instead, the empathic faculty is used for deceptive and ultimately violent purposes”. In situations like that, motivation for empathic actions may be seduction, fraud, manipulation, or wild tendencies, called “tactical empathy” [130].

Using the term “spotlight vision”, Prinz [131] and Bloom [127] describes empathy as a means of focusing attention for a short time on an individual fate while neglecting the larger picture, long-term solutions, and large numbers of people. Spotlight effect of empathy explains how empathy can be a powerful trigger of behavior since it draws one’s awareness to one scene or person. However, it also explains how empathy can be manipulated. People are willing to donate time and money to one hungry child but not be moved by the fate of thousands suffering from famine or war.

The “polarizing effect of empathy” is connected to the previous point. In general, when someone is empathizing with others, he can agree with their opinions, share their emotions, and adopt their viewpoints. In situations of conflict, one may support the side he have felt empathy for, while neglecting the other side. If the empathizer adopts some of the preferences of the person of his empathy, it is likely that aversions towards the other side are also adopted. These can lead to people committing aggressive acts against the other side of a conflict and of side-taking and empathy can help to revise understandings of some hateful acts [64].

An empathic person can draw out many positive effects for themselves while being empathetic toward someone who is suffering and it can be seen as “selfish empathy”. It can arouse positive emotions which play a strong role in life satisfaction, it can enriches one’s range of experience by expanding the perception of a person beyond his or her own senses and immediate situations, it allows people to participate in the lives of others or situations other than their current situation. However, current researchers do not have a clear picture on all mechanisms of that type of empathy so far [64].

One of the forms of the selfishness of empathy is so-called “empathic vampirism”, through which other person becomes a medium of one’s own experience. The empathizer feels and experiences the world vicariously via others and thereby participates in their fate, without, however, having their best interests in mind. It consists of the process of sharing another’s experience and making it one’s own over time, without concern for the other’s long-term welfare as an independent being. The force of this definition lies in the idea of making it your own, of appropriating it. Stalkers, fans, stage parents, and helicopter parents fall under this definition of using others as medium of their experience [64]. One of the prime examples for this phenomenon is “helicopter parenting”, in which parents’ interest lies in experiencing a perfect youth retrospectively via their children – more perfect, at least, than their own [132].

“Empathic sadism” or “empathic cruelty” is another form of selfish empathy which in its basic form, means that an empathic observ-
er enjoys the pain or suffering of other person [133]. The negative feelings of other are translated by the empathizer into their positive ones. It can appear in a variety of forms such as enjoyment of tragedies and sad movies [134], as a motivation for punishment [133], in sadistic acts, in schadenfreude, and in everyday behaviours like bullying, shaming, and teasing. Sadistic empathy often includes the manipulation of others and can be understood as bringing about a situation for the other with the goal of making their emotional response to that situation intelligible, and therefore possible to share. Psychopaths fall into the description of sadistic empathy [64].

Situations of humanitarian aid extend support to help other people beyond the simple borders of one’s life, and empathy is the motivator for this behavior, as well as morality or religion, but also identification with the (real or imaginary) helper. It is called “humanitarian empathy - filtered empathy” [64]. It is a process in which the observer in humanitarian aids identifies with the helpers, believing they are doing something heroic, and getting a sense of pleasure in “helping”, while they are merely a bystander, inactive in the pro-social behavior [135].

Taking into consideration the other side of empathy gives us possibility to expand our view on complexity and importance of the phenomena, and a motivation for developing further research in this area.

9. Future empirical issues

In this final section of the paper, it’s important to highlight domains and questions which should be the focus of future research efforts. Some authors gave a detailed analysis of empathy research, and they critically reviewed used methodology. They suggested some improvements in methodology of research which they find necessary due to complexity of the process of empathy that includes parallel and mutually intertwined psychological and biological processes. These processes do not need to be separately studied as it happened to be the case in some of the studies. Some of the suggestions regarding further research are analysis of empathy in more natural environment (less artificial and less controlled than the ones in scientific research so far, but compliant with scientific methodology), development of better models of correlation between neurological and behavioral data [84, 136].

It is very important to identify and analyze more precisely and systematically the variety of cultural frameworks, social situations, and political-economic conditions which either suppress and inhibit basic empathy or amplify it. Also, the basic definitions of empathy are relatively imprecise and arbitrary, and likely biased towards forms of empathy as expressed in European and North American contexts [70]. There are some problematic nature of conceptual and operational definitions in scientific studies, and therefore suggested that empathy be studied as an ability. It is important distinguishing one’s own feelings from those of others, investigating how the different “empathies” relate to each other, distinguishing systematically between verbal and nonverbal empathy, establishing common categorizations and definitions, etc. [47]. Due to complexity of empathy and its multidisciplinary field of study it is important in future study to give an integrative functional model of empathy and more careful conceptualization of the phenomenon. It is also important to further explore gender differences in empathy, and differences between
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people in general, and how it change across the life span, as well as neuroscience basis and mechanisms underlying these differences. One of the special interest is understanding what motivates people to feel empathy and caring for the other because it is not automatically triggered, how empathy is linked to prosocial behavior, is it a trait or situation-specific state variable, and analysis of empathy in positive emotions (joy, pride, elation). Insights into plasticity of the brain networks underlying empathy can be gained from further clinical and neuroscience research. Very important question is how we can train people to be more empathic and which processing level (bottom-up or top-down) should be targeted and at what age should the training take place. It is necessary to have large-scale longitudinal studies which could have enormous implications for education and society as a whole [77, 12, 54].

Conclusion

Empathy is the basis of successful interpersonal relationships, and it is an ability of establishing an acknowledging, stimulating, inspiring and flexible relationship with another person, while at the same time the empathic person contributes to their own welfare. The concept of empathy has developed through the past century, along with disciplines such as psychology, philosophy, medicine, and neuroscience, which makes it very significant for the welfare of both individuals and society. Different studies pointed out different concepts of empathy and its definition, either affective or cognitive empathy, but integrating both components is crucial for understanding empathy as a whole. Some uncertainties are still present in understanding of the phenomenon, and empathy overlaps with some aspects of other similar phenomena like emotional contagion, sympathy and compassion. Developing positive attitude toward empathy and through its training it can contribute to healthier interpersonal relationships and increase prosocial behavior in society, while its negative aspects should be observed in certain context. Further research in the field of empathy as one of the most vital and flexible human ability will continue to explore and develop in greater detail this very important phenomenon.
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**Empatija: koncepti, teorije i neuroznanost**

**Sažetak** - Empatija je važan koncept u suvremenoj psihologiji i neuroznosti u kojima su brojni autori posvećeni istraživanju tog fenomena. Većina njih se slaže u značaju koje ima empatija i njezinim pozitivnim utjecajima na međuljudske odnose, iako postoje i neki negativni aspekti empatije. Sa psihološkog i biološkog stanovišta, empatija je neophodna za ljudsko preživljavanje i uspešan život u društvenim grupama. Ovaj rad predstavlja pregled empatije, uključujući povijest koncepta počevši s pojmom *Einfühlung*, kao i početke pro- učavanja i definiranja empatije, suvremeni pristup, komponente empatije i njezinu evoluciju i neuroznanstvenu pozadinu, mjerenje empatije, razvoj empatije kroz trening, i konačno, drugu stranu ovog uglačnog pozitivnog koncepta s obzirom na međuljudske odnose. Također smo naveli pregled prijedloga za daljnju istraživanja na ovom području.

**Ključne riječi:** empatija, afektivna empatija, kognitivna empatija, društveno-kognitivna neuroznanost, mjerenje empatije, trening empatije, sebična empatija